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Introduction

Hillsborough High School offers daily health and physical education (H&PE) courses to

2327 students, each of whom uses the current facility, its locker rooms and lavatories, its weight

rooms and gym spaces, and its outside activity stations and fields. After dismissal,

approximately 900 of those students become student-athletes, participatingin29

NJSlAA-sanctioned sports at all three levels (freshman, junior varsity, and varsity). The only

NJSIAA sports not running at HHS are bowling and fencing.

The current athletic facilities do not meet the needs of the program and require extensive

efforts with scheduling, including transportation within and outside the district to practice

locations which is costly and extends a student's day away from home simply for logistical

reasons.

For the purposes of H&PE, the facilities are also a factor in how PE classes can be

scheduled. Since there are limited spaces available, especially indoors, activities are planned

based upon the number of available instructional spaces, which is normal for any subject area,

and the possible threat of injury of different activities being staged next to each other, which is
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far from normal for other subjects, The same is true for the stadium and the baseball field,

Despite the size of the stadium and the open space around the baseball field, a sport such as

lacrosse cannot be scheduled at the same time as baseball because of the high risk of injury in the

stadium from an erant foul ball from the baseball fîeld. The complexity of the issues related to

the current facilities is staggering, and it is a wonder that the high school is able to schedule

everything it currently does. However, it raises the question, "At what cost to the taxpayers and

the sfudents?"

Review of Literature / Research Supporting the Need to Implement the Areas of Focus

One does not need to look far to hear about the benefits of a physically active lifestyle to

today's youth and tomorrow's adults. Whether through television ads for NFL Play 60, which

encourages 60 minutes of active play a day, or participation in township recreational sports

teams, it is common knowledge that an active child is likely to be a fitter, healthier child. In fact,

physical health is so important that H&PE is the only course that students are required to take

every year in which they are enrolled in high school, even those who only have one or two other

courses to complete in a fîfth year and even those who are classified students participating in a

post-graduate program.

A physically fît body is more conducive to a physically fit mind and psyche. Ample

research supports this, almost so much so that it could be considered common knowledge.

However, when working with high school students who have very complex selÊimages, are

under a great deal of stress about school and the future, and view themselves through how others

perceive them, being physically fît is directly linked to being emotionally and mentally fit.
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Fredricks and Eccles (2006) conducted a longitudinal study of 1500 families in Maryland in

2002, focusing on a comparison between athletes and non-athletes in the eleventh grade. They

found that athletes had higher GPAs, that boys had fewer "extemalizing behaviors (physical

aggression, disobeying rules, cheating, stealing, and destruction of propefrY)," that male and

female athletes used alcohol less, and that girls used less marijuana (no effect for boys). High

school athletic participation also fosters psychosocial benefits such as lower levels of depression,

a greater sense of selÊefficacy, and higher self-esteem (Denham, 2009; Guest & McCree, 2009;

Spreitzer, 1994).

One might wonder about the long-term benefits from participating in high school

athletics. Shifrer, Pearson, Muller, and Wilkinson (2015) report that "individual student's

educational expectations increase with participation in high school sports." Based upon three

studies with very large data sets (High School and Beyond, 1990; National Educational

Longitudinal Study, 1988; Educational Longifudinal Study, 2002), they compared students over

three decades, finding that high school athletes are more likely to go to college than non-athletes

by a margin of 6 to 8 percentage points.

Even the Centers for Disease Control, as reported by Nichol, Pickett, and Janssen (2009),

"recommend that children and youth engage in 60 minutes of moderate to vigorous physical

activity on most if not all days of the week" (p.2a$. Unfortunately, further study finds that not

even half of children surveyed, ages 10 to 15 in 34 countries, met this goal. They worry that

"this behavior may track into adulthood, where the health consequences are more evident." If

the school district's purpose is to prepare students for the fufure, emphasizing the importance of

physical well-being should certainly be part of the equation.
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Hillsborough High School strives to provide equity for males and females in the athletic

program, offering a balanced contingent of sports and levels regardless of the gender of the

athlete. Denham (2009) referenced several studies with outcomes specifically related to the

benefits of school athletics on girls, finding that sports participation improves girls' social,

psychological, and academic outcomes, further supported by the work of Crosnoe, 2002; Hanson

& Krause, 1998; Pearson, Chrissey & Riegle-Crumb, 2009. Broh indicated that girls even

benefit more than boys because sports provide them with a unique opportunity to develop

behaviors or characteristics traditionally deemed unfeminine (e.g., strength, competitiveness)

(2002).

The benefits of participation in all school activities, even beyond athletics, has also been

studied extensively, with very similar findings in areas such as social-emotional well-being,

communication, and self-esteem. In a longitudinal study based upon a data set from the National

Center for Educational Statistics, Broh (2002) identified several added benefits to participation in

extracurricular activities, including students talking to their parents more often about

school-related issues, more student contact with teachers outside of class, and better

communication between parents and teachers. In addition, Debbie Brockett, principal of Las

Vegas (Nevada) High School and Duane P. Keller Middle School, points out thatoostudent

organizations also help students build 'soft skills' -- such as ambition and empathy -- and...

'lifetime skills,' such as collaboration, teamwork, leadership, problem solving, and service"

(Patterson, 2016, p. 36). Patterson further reports that "the Association for Supervision and

Curriculum Development (ASCD) compiled research suggesting how extracurricular activities

are especially of value to rninority or lower income students -- including a gteater connection to
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the school, increased chances of college attendance, lower dropout rates, and higher performance

by'marginalized students"' (2016, p. 36).

In essence, there are few if any pitfalls to participation in H&PE classes and

extracurricular athletic programs, short of students who overcommit themselves to

extracurricular activities thereby creating a stressor. However, there are complications, costs,

delays, and impacts on students who do participate as a result of the current conftguration of the

athletic facilities at Hillsborough High School.

With the current facilities limitations at Hillsborough High School there are inadequate

fields for all of our sports each season. Several teams must leave the campus for their practices,

including the boys lacrosse and boys soccer teams which practice at Auten Road Intermediate

School, the swim team which practices at the Bridgewater YMCA, the tennis team which

practices as Amsterdam Elementary School, and the ice hockey team which practices at

ProtecHockey Ponds Ice Center in Somerset. As a result of the off-site practices, students lose

nearly 60 minutes a day in travel, time that could be spent studying, with friends, or with family.

In these off-site locations, there are no athletic trainers available to triage minor injuries and be

present in the event of major ones. For soccer and lacrosse, as well as for track when the team

practices off-site, there may not be access to shelter in the event of unexpected inclement

weather. The district currently pays $50,000 annually for in-town transportation runs. The swim

team practices at and considers the Bridgewater YMCA its home facility. Although the

Hillsborough Township YMCA does have a competition-sized pool, it does not have a deck large

enough to host the spectators who come with the home and away teams, necessitating the

swimmers to travel quite a distance even just for practices. The facility rental costs the district
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$9085 annually.

Hillsborough High School equally values all programs, athletic and otherwise, and wants

to provide all groups with facilities that meet their needs and respect their participants. With the

highest rated Group V Open marching band in New Jersey (and the third place band at the

USBands Mid-Atlantic Regional Competition), our campus does not have a field on which the

marching band can practice regularly, They are scheduled for specific times/days in the stadium,

which is their own competitive arena, but they conduct the majority of their practices in the

parking lot on the Amwell Road side of the building. To do so, they must block access to one of

the driveways to have the space and proximity to the electric sources in the building to stage the

pit section of the band, To start practice, they must wait until everyone remembers to move their

cars out of the parking lot at the end of a school day, often necessitating repeated announcements

to that effect inside the building. From the standpoint of healthy conditions for the students, the

marching band and color guard members must practice their program on asphalt, even when

choreography calls for them to kneel, tumble, dance, lie down, and so on. This causes a lot of

wear and tear on the band and guard members and puts added stress on their legs and backs as

they practice on this very hard, unforgiving surface. Although it is helpful for them to have the

parking lot and claim it as their own for more rehearsals, it is not the surface on which they

compete, which changes things as much for them as it does for a soccer or lacrosse player who

practices on grass but competes on turf, which is also the case due to insufficient field space.

As mentioned earlier, the stadium cannot be utilized at the same time as the baseball field

due to the risk of unobserved foul balls flying into the stands, track, and field. This øeates a

scheduling challenge, especially since the baseball fîeld does not have lights, which
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automatically forces lacrosse and track to compete and play later in the day. In fact, sharing

facilities and scheduling them so tightly often results in double-headers with practice and games

and extensive amounts of downtime between the end of the school day and the start of practice

for some students. As a result, many athletes do not finish their day at school until 8 PM, several

days a week in season. In addition, any home track meets and the team's practices create a

conflict for the other teams since the stadium is the only venue where the track team can practice,

while some other teams can be more flexible with the other fields on site.

The lack of space also creates an equity issue. The boys soccer and lacrosse teams

practice off-site, while the girls stay on campus. The boys' coaches have opted for the ARIS

location, but it would be beneficial to keep all teams on-site with access to all of the same

servlces.

Additionally, when hosting large events such as football games, the away team's locker

room is very far from the stadium within the actual school building, which unfairly takes time

from their half-time break and coaching opportunities. There is also no place to easily

accommodate officials where they are not in close proximity to HHS athletes/coaches or exposed

to the spectators who have opinions they may choose to share. To counter this, one of the staff

members hired to do security is specifically responsible for escorting the officials to an

out-of-the-way location and intervening if they are approached by any spectators.

Even on the fields and courts the school has now, there is limited to no seating for

spectators, depending upon the location. It is also important to note that the facilities have many

elements that have reached or exceeded their lifespan, including the stadium track (which is

cracking and separating), the press box (which needs work on the roof and is not big enough for
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the people who need to be in it, especially for a football game), the tennis courts (which are due

for resurfacing and do not offer enough courts), the grass fields (which do not have built-in

hydration), the baseball/softball fields (which do not have adequate fencing or netting to avoid

spectator injury), and so on.

With the current confîguration of the fields and the high demand for the gYms, there are

also no flexible spaces that permit intramurals or non-athletic activities to occur without conflict.

HHS has a rugby team/club (rugby is not an NJSlAA-sponsored sport) that competes across the

state. The team practices wherever it can, weather-permitting, including in the Commons, where

its terrazzo floor is hardly the appropriate surface for a contact sport's practice, resulting in skill

work and not in actual garneplay practice,

For any home event of a large nature, such as football games, basketball games, the

marching band show, the state track meet HHS historically hosted annually (and just lost hosting

privileges due to the condition of the school's facilities), school events like Back-to-School

Night, and the coveted senior parking privilege, parking on the campus is completely inadequate.

Drivers park illegally, on grass and in mulch beds, and in any other spot they can find, even if it

is somewhere they should never park. This poses issues for visibility, maintenance and upkeep

of the grounds, andhazardous driving conditions.

From the perspective of H&PE classes, the facilities are too small to accommodate the

number of students assigned to many H&PE classes, especially those in the largest periods (often

Periods 2 andg due to how the science lab schedule works). In some activities, the students need

to cycle through the activity, rather than participate actively for the duration of the period which

is certainly antithetical to the goal of all of the research cited above, simply because the space is
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inadequate for the size classes that can occur. In the spring and fall, there are outside options that

relieve some of that pressure, but in the winter the use of the athletic facilities is scheduled

extremely tightly, which increases the risk of injury from equipment or other players.

It is remarkable that the high school students, staff, and coaches work so effectively in

spite of the constraints placed upon the H&PE and athletic program by facilities that the school

outgrew long ago, but they do, and that is because they take extreme pride in working in

Hillsborough and being a Raider.

Review of Literature / Research Against the Need to Implement the Areas of Focus

There is no research base that speaks against the value of physical activity or

participation in extracurricular activities in school. In addition, helping students become healthy,

vibrant, well-rounded people aligns with the philosophy of the Hillsborough Township School

District on many levels.

Budget

Building new and improved athletic facilities will be a costly endeavor, although the

many repairs needed to update and repair what currently exists is not an inexpensive pathway'

Cost is the most prohibitive aspect,

Recommendations with Rationale

With the idea of a new high school comes the opportunity to completely redesign, update,

and modernize the athletic facilities, which will have substantial benefits for athletic, band,
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physical education, and all school programs atlarge, as well as benefits for the community.

What would a new athletic complex look like at Hillsborough High? Although the list of

recommendations is quite long, these are very specific suggestions that would address issues

already discussed, and many more:

o Dedicated athletic fields (multipurpose) - If each team/sport had a dedicated field and

those fields were marked in ways that made them multipurpose (as the current

stadium is marked), each team would have a specific, on-site location to practice and

hold games. If the fields were multipu{pose, they would also provide flexibility for

other purposes, such as intramurals, township programs, H&PE classes, and, in the

event of a fîeld needing to be closed for recovery (if there aro grass fields), another

on-site location for relocated games/practices. Aside from the cost savings from

transpoftation, it would save a substantial amount of time in a student's day and

would allow additional time to study or decompress with family and friends.

¡ Locker rooms - Teams currently need to share locker rooms due to insufficient space

and the number of participants in the program. This raises issues of security, safety,

and privacy. Larger lockers in the physical education locker rooms are also a

necessity as the current lockers are so small that students cannot fit all their

belongings in the locker, which opens thern up to theft. Sadly, locker room thefts are

not uncommon at Hillsborough High School, although nothing has ever been stolen

from a locked locker when students elect to secure their valuables, even if they

choose not to secure everything.
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Designated Team Facilities - Space is at a premium in many ways, among them a lack

of designated team spaces where meetings can be held, teams and coaches can study

film, college recruiters can meet with players/coaches, and so on. Currently, one

small conference room is available, but it is also used for equipment storage at times,

which makes it crowded, cluttered, and less conducive for college representatives

recruiting Hillsborough players.

Athletic training facility - Because of the size of the athletic program and the number

of participants, HHS employs two full-time athletic trainers. They share a space that

is not even half the size of a classroom, including tables, offices, ice baths, and the

access doors to the golf carts. The training facility is located far away from any of the

outdoor venues, which requires them to *carry in, carry out" the typical items needed

for every outside event. Within the space itself, the equipment maintained there is the

bare minimum for a program of this size, and students often have to wait to access

Services, equipment, etc., due to the small confines of the trainers room.

Storage (Equipment) - Every possible inch of storage available in Hillsborough High

School is being used currently. V/ith taped lines on the floors to secure a safe

perimeter around electrical boxes, athletic equipment is pushed to the very limits of

the space available. Storage spaces are reorganized with each new season to make the

necessary materials accessible, and most of the equipment is not light or easily

manageable. As new programs have been added and additional levels included for all

ages, more equipment was needed. There is no room to store additional equipment as
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the program grows, which is likely to occur as the enrollments increase in the coming

years.

o Parking (in relation to fields) - Currently, there is very limited parking in close

proximity to the fields, necessitating that spectators park and then go for a walk. In

order to be more accessible to all of the spectators, including the elderly and those

with physical limitations, adequate parking nearer each venue would be helpful.

o Accommodations for officials - As mentioned previously, there is no place to stage

officials for events that does not require a staff member to escort them to the private

location. Such a space would keep the officials away from the crowds, parents, and

naysayers who can be rude, disparaging, and disrespectful. Also, it is important to

keep the officials away from the players/coaches for both teams for the sake of

fairness, which is also challenging given the current conf,rguration of the athletic

complex.

o On-site swimming pool - By adding a swimming pool on the campus, the district

would bring the swim team home for practices and home events, saving costs of

transportation and facility rental. This would build a substantial amount of time back

into the swimmers' day and would normalize practice times, allowing them to occur

right after school as opposed to whichever time slot the district is assigned at the

YMCA (which is also Bridgewater-Raritan High School's home pool, which

somewhat tempers the Raiders' sense of pride in competing in their "home" pool).

As discussed earlier, there is no local pool that is suitable to be the home pool, which

is why it is necessary to transport the students and coaches to Bridgewater. Adding a
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pool would also add a completely different H&PE station, which would give several

new offerings to students including improving general swimming and endurance

skills, earning lifeguard certification, and introducing students to one of the healthiest

lifelong physical fîtness activities in existance. The pool could also become a

revenue generator and could serve a community purpose to expand or support other

recreational programs in the township.

8-10 Lane Running Track in Stadium - The curent track is in need of serious repair,

which has been shelved for several years during the budgeting process, Although the

facility is used for competitions, alarger track would streamline events by allowing

more runners to participate in each heat, thereby reducing the number of heats, This

adds up over time and gets Hillsborough athletes and visiting opponents done and

home sooner. It also opens up the possibility for the school to host major events,

which is advantageous to Raider athletes who then enjoy and benefit of competing on

their home court.

3- to 6-Lane Indoor Running Track above Gymnasium - By adding an indoor track

above the gymnasium, in what is otherwise cornpletely unused space, the H&PE

department would pick up a new station, and activities like running and

speed-walking could occur simultaneously with other activities. Currently, there is

not enough space for students to walk/run laps around the gym without interfering

with or risking injury frorn the other activities scheduled on the open gym floor. HHS

has a very active strength and conditioning program, and athletes (regardless of sport)

could also use an indoor track for conditioning purposes, which ultimately reduces
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the likelihood of injury. Finally, the track team currently uses the hallways in the

building for indoor practices in inclement weather, leaving them dodging teachers

who are in and out of classroom, custodians who are trying to clean after a school

da¡ and, perhaps most worrisome, making it impossible to secure hallways to keep

students from wandering around the building after hours.

Beach/Outdoor Volleyball Courts - Volleyball is probably the most popular H&PE

activity in the high school, but there is inadequate space to set up additional courts.

An outdoor sand court would add one or more H&PE stations, be motivating to

students, and would work students' muscles differently since playing on sand requires

the body to move differently than when playing on a wooden floor'

Outdoor Basketball Courts - Additional outdoor spaces would add another H&PE

station and would entice students to be outside on nice days, which is a good

motivator to be physically active. They can also be used on temperate days for skill

work by the basketball teams, expanding the likelihood of athletes getting more

individuali zed pr actice and instruction.

Tennis Courts (6-10) - HHS currently has six courts, and they are in need of

resurfacing. By adding additional courts, the tennis teams (all levels) would be able

to practice on-site (the JV team must go to Amsterdam Elementary school to practice

at times), and it would allow additional matches to occur at the same time when

Hillsborough competes at home. Once again, more space means more athletes

participate at once, which means that students get home sooner and have time to do
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other things that are important to them. Additional courts may also permit

community use, as well.

o Air Conditioning - Currently, the gyms at Hillsborough High School are not

adequately air conditioned. The "old" BymS, which largely benefit from hallway air

conditioning finding its way inside, are tolerable. The main and auxiliary gyms do

not have air conditioning but do have sealed windows that let the sun in and raise the

temperature in the gym to very uncomfortable levels during the warmer months. Not

all H&PE activities move outside in the spring and fall, and the heat in the gyms can

be unmanageable, Rainy days also bring all activities inside, making the gym

intolerable. The gyms are also used for the annual Spirit Night event, and it can

become unbearably hot each year, often resulting in at least one student becoming

faint or dehydrated despite all of the efforts taken to urge students to take appropriate

precautions.

. Concessions - The current concession stand in the stadiurn is inadequate for the size

events the school and community hold there. There are no concession stands on any

of the non-stadium fields. Adding them would increase possibilities for fundraisers,

apparel sales, etc,, which support the efforts of the school and booster organizations.

r Trophy Display Case - Hillsborough High School is a very competitive, regularly

celebrated school, and students/coaches win many awards and accolades. There is

insufficient space to display them, so they often get changed out quickly or, worse,

tucked into storage where no one sees them. Our students work hard and deserve to

see their trophies proudly on display in their school.
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Ticketing Area - V/hether in the stadium or the gym, the ticketing areas are woefully

insufficient for large events. Lines for football games can stretch through the parking

lots. The setup of the stadium entrance also makes it difficult to police entry, which

increases the likelihood of people entering without tickets or bringing in alcohol. In

the gym, the ticketin g area has been repurposed into an offtce for the Athletic

Director's secretary, which means tickets are sold at tables in the foyer, which crowds

that space appreciably.

Climate-Controlled Athletic Secretary Office - On the note of the secretary's office,

there is no climate control at all, This staff member relies on space heaters and fans

to adjust the ternperature to comfortable levels and, in the winter, can often be found

wearing a winter coat while sitting at her desk. That is unacceptable.

Field Events for Track - The existing field event spaces and equipment are in need of

upgrade, and the actual design risks injury since a steep slope is directly behind

several event locations. The school needs two (each) pole vault, high jump, long

jutnp, shot put, javelin, and discus stations. Doing so would enable the school to host

county, conference, and state championship events. These also open possibilities for

H&PE activities and build interest and the team roster simply through exposure.

Press Box with Adequate Inside and Outside Accommodations - The current press

box is reaching its end of life and is in need of repair, notably the roof. It is too small

for Hillsborough's needs, Between coaches and announcers, as well as radio and

news reporters, there is not enough space inside the press box, much less on the roof

where the various line coaches assemble during the games. Getting to the roof
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happens by climbing a nearly vertical ladder, and there is little shelter from the

weather (although a lot of electronic equipment) in the event of rain. The sound

systems and microphone setups are dated and glitchy. Also, there is no wi-fi in the

press box at all, which causes issues for using technology to simplify scoring,

play-calling, etc.

. Multipurpose Turf Fields (2) for Lacrosse, Field Hockey, and Soccer - With the

addition of two turf fîelds for multiple uses, very little maintenance would be required

which would increase student access to fields on campus. Grass fields get hard and

patchy with overuse (or because of insufficient rain), but turf fields can be used

without interruption, will allow multiple teams to practice or play games at one time,

and will allow sfudents to get home earlier to concentrate on academics and other

interests.

o Turf Baseball/Softball Fields (2) with Bullpens and Batting Cages - One of the

primary considerations for redesigning the athletic complexes is being able to make

better use of the diamonds at the same time as the other fields/stadium are being used.

On turf frelds, the teams would be able to play more games without weather issues.

Turf will also drastically reduce the maintenance required, which will save time and

money and keep the field safe for play. These can also be activity stations for H&PE,

and batting cages and bullpens allow for more participants within an activity to hone

specific skills.
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Cinder Jogging Trail around Perimeter of Facility - A very simple and inexpensive

item, the cinder trail is a station for H&PE, as well as a resource for the track team

and conditioning for all teams.

Light All Fields - In the late fall and early spring, it gets dark earlier, and it can be a

real challenge to finish games with daylight, which makes actual gameplay difficult

and increases the possibility of injury due to shadows and darkness.

Indoor/Outdoor Adventure Course for PE Classes - The adventure/ropes course

currently offered at HHS is a perennial H&PE favorite for students and is worthy of

expansion and the addition of outside obstacles.

State-oÊthe-Art Weight Training Facility - HHS currently has two weight/exercise

equipment rooms, The equipment is aging, and the physical spaces are too small for

the number of students who use the rooms. This is a safety issue, first and foremost,

but it also limits the number of participants who can access the space during popular

times, which dissuades students from coming. The strength and conditioning

program actively seeks to teach students how to avoid injury through use of key

regimens, stretches, and workouts, so it is unfortunate that students may not be able to

access these programs due to facility limitations.

Dedicated Gyrnnastics Gym - Currently the gymnastics equipment is set up and taken

down each gymnastics season. A dedicated gym would make that unnecessary and

add gymnastics as a teaching station for H&PE'

On-Site 9-Hole Practice Golf Course - In keeping with the cost of transportation and

rentals, the golf teams would benefît from being able to work their skills here without

a

a
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needing to travel for all practices. This would also be a great way for students who

are typically not exposed to golf to learn the game through H&PE class.

o All Facilities up to Current Code - Currently, portions of the athletic facilities do not

have sprinklers installed. Although they meet code based upon their time of

construction, sprinklers are a must to protect students, staff, and property.

e Stadium Lavatory Facilities - The lavatories in the stadium have seen much better

days. They are old and battered, and they are far too small for the events held in the

stadium, resulting in long lines and frustration.

¡ Scoreboards on All Fields - Scoreboards that are built into all fields with easily

accessed controls will ensure equity for all teams/levels/genders and increase

excitement at games.

r Maintenance Building - A great deal of equipment is needed to properly maintain the

athletic facilities. Having a maintenance building on the campus that stores the

equipment, has a workshop for basic repairs, and allows for secure, clirnate-controlled

storage will save time and money in the long run.

o On-Site Ice Rink - Just kidding!

Several New Jersey high schools have renovated or built facilities in the not too distant

past, and aspects of each warrant closer study should the opportunity arise to build a new high

school, Franklin High School should be considered for its gym space and football field; South

Brunswick, for outdoor facilities; Livingston High School, for indoor facilities; Montgomery for

their pool; and Bordentown High School and Saint Peter's Prep for their complexes.

Hillsborough students compete with many of these programs and see facilities that match the
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level of their opponents' performance, but the Hillsborough facilities do not match what HHS

students accomplish.

Closing

Hillsborough High School, with over 2300 students and 900 athletes, is doing quite well

despite the current facilities constraints. With 29 sports and75 teams, every sport offered by

NJSIAA, except bowling and fencing, is offered here. Teams consistently win county,

conference, and state titles. Students move on to become Division I, II, and III athletes in

college, Niche.com ranked the Hillsborough High School athletic program 16'h in the state, 2d in

the Skyland Conference, and 1't in Somerset County (Stanrnyre, 2017).

On the surface all of this looks really wonderful, and it really is. However, the facilities

are not keeping up with the level of program offered at HHS. They were built at a different

period in the history of HHS, when only 1600 students were in the school and the athletic

program was appreciably smaller. In reality, Hillsborough High School is currently a Group 4

school, the second largest category, working in Group 2 facilities. In Group 2, schools have

600-1000 students and offer fewer sports and fewer levels (often just varsity and junior varsity,

while HHS offers freshman, junior varsity, and varsity in all sports).

One might question why this is a big deal, but even research supports the impact that the

condition of a facility has on the players. "The cumulative effect of school recreational features

on students' physical activity was greater than the modest association observed between

individual characteristics and adolescents' physical activity at school" (Nichol, Pickett, and

Janssen, 2009). In other words, students were more physically active in schools where the
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"features" or environment were exciting and conducive to their goals and attitude toward the

program. If Hillsborough High School athletes can compete at the level they do despite the

constraints of the current facility, imagine what they could do with extra time back in their day

from practicing on campus, opportunities to improve their strength and conditioning, and a

facility that matched and raised the level of Raider pride that they already feel. The sky is the

limit.
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